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1 Executive Summary
To achieve an effective emergency call management some basic requirements have to be
fulfilled:





Immediate answer to the emergency call
Quick and precise finding of the event location
Discrimination of primary needs
Immediate forward to the relevant and competent Emergency Response Organization
(ERO).

As stated in the second point above, emergency caller location information is vital for both
PSAPs and EROs. When the caller’s position is inaccurate, it leads to a delay for the whole
emergency services chain, increasing both the time spent on the phone and the rescuers’
arrival. Ensuring the event location accurate, reliable and timely will save lives and
significant emergency services resources, otherwise we, as emergency service responsible,
would not serve effectively the population.
In our situation here in Italy, and particularly in Lombardia, emergency mobile caller location
information is normally relied on Cell-ID, which is largely inadequate because the cell radius
is always too large, and notably in rural areas or mountains reaching till the 15 Km.
To try to mitigate this situation, AREU decide to obtain the location information from the
technology available on the more and more available smartphones. This has led to the
definition, implementation and diffusion of a specific mobile app aimed to send to the PSAP
the position available by the location capability of the phone. By the way, more than two
years of experience has showed the need to go further, trying to have the position sent
automatically when the 112 or other emergency number are dialled without the use of an
app.
This is the reason why we decided to start an implementation of AML also in Italy, and
consequently join the HELP112 consortium. This consortium will demonstrate that accurate
and reliable caller location information is highly effective and is also highly efficient. It will
also demonstrate that it can be deployed across Europe in a cost-effective manner, securing
better outcomes for our citizens and simultaneously not placing any additional burden on the
emergency services, mobile network providers or public authorities.
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2 Objectives and scope
This document is the “Deliverable D4.5 - Italian pilot report”, identified as D4.5 in the list of
project deliverables. It is generated as part of the contract 440/PP/GRO/PPA/15/8308.
The objective of the document is to record and present the work carried out as AREU, and is
part of the HELP112 Project, work package 4.5, covering provision of mobile handset’s AML
location for emergency calls from Italian test users using https as transport system to the 3
AREU’s stage 1 PSAPs situated in Lombardia Region.
AREU is a Lombardia Region public institution responsible at regional level for:
1. Definition and implementation of EEN (European Emergency Number) 112 service
2. Management of extra-hospital Healthcare Emergency (EMS).
3. Teams, Organs and Tissues transportation for Transplant activities.
4. Definition and
Assistance)

implementation

of

116117

service

(Non-emergency

medical

5. Non-urgent medical transport services.
6. Blood transfusion validation & compensation management at Regional level.
As for the point 1., AREU implemented an emergency call management model based on a
two stage approach:
1. Stage 1: call receiving, classification and dispatching to the proper stage 2 PSAPs
2. Stage 2: actual management and execution of the emergency actions on the field.
This is better shown in the following picture.
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AREU is also the coordinator for the implementation of the EEN 112 service at the national
level. This is to be completed through the implementation of the “two stages” model in each
region. In this position AREU will act also as
AREU, as the responsible for the 3 stage 1 PSAPs of Lombardia Region, has the main goal to
answer all the emergency calls sent by voice connection, SMS or special smartphone
application, to receive their location information and to ensure appropriate response by
dispatching the calls and all the related information to the police, fire and rescue and
ambulance Command and Control Centres. It is responsibility of the latter organizations to
handle the emergency activities in prompt and accurate manner.
To fulfil this duty AREU is equipped with a Computer Aided Dispatching (CAD) system
integrated with the telephone system through a CTI and to a GIS based on a multilayer
geographical set of data: commercial (e.g. Tele Atlas) and opens source (e.g.
OpenSreetMap). The PSAPs agents are able in this way to work using a single human
interface which incorporates all the needed functions.
All that given, AREU was in a very good position to act as an implementer and tester of the
AML experimentation for a significant part of the Italian territory: Lombardia Region,
representing, with a population of 11 millions, the 17% of the whole Italian population.
To respond to the request of the project AREU decided the upgrade of the system used in
their own PSAPs specifically to extend the ability to obtain the caller location information, to
a new method to be added as a module to the existing Location Information Engine already
in place to process the normally available location sources (cell based, app based and eCall).
Quite obviously AREU acted also as the performer of an “end-to-end” test of the AML
method, providing the PSAPs, the test users and the test phones.
During the “HELP 112” project AREU had a single possibility to send GNSS detail to the
PSAPs. This was (and is) by the use of the https channel. It is to be noted here that the
choice of https as the single transport system used in the Italian test was forced by the fact
that in Italy is no possible to send a SMS to the 112 emergency number.
This is to be referenced to the “ARCHITECTURE 4: HANDSET BASED HYBRID POSITIONING
METHOD + AUTOMATED ACTIVATION + DATA CHANNEL TRANSMISSION” as described in
the deliverable HELP112 - D3.2. More precisely we used the variant 4-A as described in the
following diagram.
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It is our willingness to use this document as a basis for a more general document aimed to
present to the relevant Italian authorities (e.g. Interior Ministry specific commissions) the
AML technology as a valid positioning method for the Italian territory.
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3 Introduction
Advanced Mobile Location was introduced in the UK by BT, HTC and EE in 2014, and was
propagated across more handsets and networks in the following years. In 2015/16, talks
with Google developers led to the implementation of AML- compatible client code in the
Android services layer which since July 2016 has been downloaded to almost all Android
handsets worldwide. This has led to a massive increase in AML availability in the UK, the
introduction of AML in Estonia, Lithuania and parts of Austria with interest in other countries,
both in Europe and around the world. This includes Italy where a test pilot is performed
inside the HELP112 project.
The EU’s HELP112 project considers how to make best use of GNSS information to support
emergency calling, and AREU was part of a consortium that successfully bid for this project.
AREU consequently had the following main work package to implement involving feasibility
study and pilot to look at testing the Google AML solution with HTTPS transport of the
location over a range of handsets for Italian test callers in Italy to show improvement over
network-provided location using Google’s http format.
This document looks at these pieces of functionality, how we tested them and what the
results of our tests show.
We had two methods of sending AML location details available:
1. Google AML – built into the Play Services application and downloaded to almost all
Android phones when they updated to the latest version after v9 was released.
2. Google test application – installed on some of our test phones, this is a separate
application that duplicates the Play Services one but which can be configured to
trigger on a specified number and send the location message in a number of ways.
For our testing we have used only Google AML, which provides the majority of locations in
the live situation, while we used the Google test application for the development and set-up
of the platform.
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4 Location in emergency: the Italian situation
Locating inbound 112 calls, as well as other national emergency numbers (113, 115, 118) is
accomplished according to the capabilities of fixed and mobile telecommunication networks
and in accordance to the relevant regulations (Decreto del Ministro delle Comunicazioni 22
January 2008, Decreto del Ministro dello Sviluppo Economico 12 November 2009).
This provision was implemented in 2009 following the current laws and in accordance with
the Italian Personal and Data Protection Authority. The laws dictated that a single central
service (called CED Interforze), managed by the Interior Ministry, was enabled to obtain the
location data directly by the Telco Operators (landline and mobile) and then provide them to
the single emergency agency asking for. To fulfil this requirement the Interior Ministry has
implemented a specific system exactly devoted to provide location information to all the
relevant PSAPs in Italy as described below.
This means that every emergency agency can obtain the position of a caller by invoking a
specific web service, provided by the Ministry at a national level.

This means that every emergency agency (PSAP) can obtain any caller’s location by
invoking a specific web service provided by CED Interforze at national level.
The outcome of the process described above is that every emergency call, generated both
by landline or mobile is located, through the CED Interforze, as follows:
1. Landline telephone location: PSAP is provided with the «contract/agreement» data of
the telephone used for the emergency call (city, address, name of the contractor
etc.)
2. Mobile phone location: the same service, provides a «probability area» derived by the
Network based measurement, performed by the relevant MNO.
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It is evident that these type of information, while acceptable for a standard landline call even
if not always correct, is not enough for many mobile calls as universally reported by
emergency professionals. In Italy, a country with a predominant mountainous terrain, a
number of situations show how the Network based methodology is largely inaccurate
(probability area with radius even bigger than 15 km).
This is the reason why AREU begun developing a complementary tool: an Emergency App
devoted to provide better location infomation to PSAPs. This is the reason why 112 Where
Are U came to life.

4.1

112 Where Are U

112 Where Are U is the official 112 smartphone app in Italy, conceived to simplify the
emergency call process for users and reduce the average handle time at PSAP1, thanks to
the information forwarded by the app, such as location, kind of emergency and regular/silent
call.
The app was developed by Beta80 on behalf of AREU and published on the relevant App
Stores, in mid 2014, becoming the reference emergency app in Italy, as stated in the
agreement between AREU and the Italian Interior Ministry, two years later.
The app is available for free on Google Play Store, Apple App Store and Microsoft Store.
At present time, 112 Where ARE U is the leading 112 app in the Italian App Stores rankings .

4.2

Working principle

This, in a nutshell, how it works:
•

Placing an emergency call by means of the 112 Where Are U app, the location
information of the caller are sent to the specific server at the same time of the call
with a very high accuracy.

•

The position passed to the server is obtained directly by the smartphone GNSS or AGNSS hardware (e.g. GPS, A-GPS, Galileo if available to the phone).

•

Invoking the app a double transmission channel is set up:
-

A normal voice call to the 112 PSAP

-

A data transmission of the relevant information. These information can be
sent by the https channel, if available, or via text SMS if data coverage is not
available in the area where the call is originated.

Hereafter, a graphical display of the working principle:
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Text SMS are used by the app in order to verify the successful registration by the
user, on the first access, and to send relevant information such as location, kind of
emergency and regular/silent call, as a backup channel in case data connection is not
available. Such SMSs are handled by the same system supplying other services, such as the
early 2000’s project for deaf users based on text SMS, before reaching 112 Where ARE U
server. Furthermore, users are charged for the mentioned SMS as no agreement has been
reached with MNOs.
The information provided by the user, during the registration process (name, surname, date
of birth, sex, favourite langue, picture and ICE numbers) are recalled by PSAP1 CAD system
backend when receiving a call originated by using the app.

4.3

Additional features

Since the introduction of this app, we added to it few additional features considered very
useful after some time of experience by the public.
•

Dials automatically 112 or other National emergency numbers, based on the specific
knowledge of the country rules

•

Silent call to help those who are not able to speak

•

Unimpaired sight interaction interface.

The app itself is not self-sufficient, but instead is a part of a system: the emergency system.
To be more effective in that, AREU decided for an open approach based on the integrability.
Integration specifications, based on web-services, are available for system integrators willing
to obtain the service for a completely different application, but with the needs to place an
12/31
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emergency call (e.g. app embedded in specific tool like a bus cockpit). This is complemented
by a set of API calls that is available “as it is”.
As an addition in flexibility an interactive solution, based on standard web browsers, is
available for situation where the integration with the existing CAD is not possible.

4.4

Results from the experience of 2.5 years of introduction

Here we report an interesting result coming from the observation of the usage of the app
during a significant period of availability for the public of the app itself. This should be useful
to understand the different outcome that we can have comparing the two approach (app vs
AML) to provide a location information to the PSAPs.
While for sure the app had been downloaded quite diffusely and is working on territories
with more than 15 million of inhabitants, the result of its direct usage is quite puzzling.
Hereafter a table showing that people even with the app installed on their smartphone, in
the emergency situation they “forget” to use it, and simply they dial directly the emergency
number.
Since it release on the App Store, 112 Where ARE U has been downloaded 285.784 times,
versus an estimated population of about 14 million people.
We have reported the number of cellular calls forwarded from the PSAP1 to the relevant
PSAP2, divided by “normal” mobile call (made with a phone without the app installed), calls
made by a mobile phone with the app installed, but not using it, calls made by the app itself.

Month
2016 01
2016 02
2016 03

Calls made using the
mobile phones dialer
(no app installed)

Calls made using the
mobile phones dialer
(app installed but not
used)

Calls made using actually
the app

Total mobile
calls

107,899

97.94%

1,906

1.73%

369

0.33%

110,174

102,058

97.86%

1,851

1.77%

377

0.36%

104,286

103,028

97.82%

1,910

1.81%

387

0.37%

105,325
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109,211

97.58%

2,248

2.01%

460

0.41%

111,919

122,870

97.51%

2,637

2.09%

500

0.40%

126,007

129,002

97.50%

2,743

2.07%

561

0.42%

132,306

144,355

97.35%

3,279

2.21%

643

0.43%

148,277

120,656

97.52%

2,638

2.13%

428

0.35%

123,722

123,809

97.30%

2,964

2.33%

476

0.37%

127,249

126,126

97.28%

3,035

2.34%

494

0.38%

129,655

120,173

97.22%

2,956

2.39%

476

0.39%

123,605

1,309,187

97.52%

28,167

2.10%

5,171

0.39% 1,342,525

The obvious comment is that the availability of the app is not in itself enabling the people to
use it as the instinctive method to place an emergency call: available data shows that only
approx. 16% of app users are actually calling 112 by using 112 Where ARE U.
This is a confirmation that the possibility to have the positioning function embedded in the
mere call itself is of paramount importance.
That is why we are experimenting AML as an alternative mode to provide location
information to PSAPs.

4.5

The choice of https for AML tests in Italy

At present time, in Italy it has never been possible to send a SMS to an emergency number,
including 112.
When asked for the possibility to implement AML in Italy using SMS as a carrier of the
location data, the MNOs did not accept to implement SMS to 112. This position was based
on the fact that it is not provided for by any European regulation, and, moreover, the
European position on caller location mobile phones is currently under review by a specific
commissions (3GPP etc.). The position of the relevant Ministry (Ministero dello Sviluppo
Economico), involved in the discussion, was neutral, resulting in the impossibility of
implementing AML SMS to 112, due to the unavailability of free-of-charge text messages .
Such scenario left us with no other choice but to choose https implementation for the AML
trial in Italy: the following tests were carried out by using the https transport system.
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AREU implementation of AML

As we had to decide the AML implementation for a territory in Italy, we decided to follow the
same approach we used for 112 Where Are U. That is to set up a https service on a specific
IT infrastructure to be commonly available to all the user able to use (contact) it.
Having the 112 Where Are U infrastructure in place, the natural choice was to extend its
functionality to host also the AML services. This means that it was not necessary to build up
a completely new infrastructure, but otherwise was possible to use the existing one as far as
some components were the same for both the technology implemented.
This choice had the advantage to be immediately available in terms of hardware platform
and also to be more convenient at a cost level. Hence this operation had to be seen more as
an upgrade of an existing tool and not as a complete new development.
At the end of the operation we have, at least “in nuce”, a complete “location service”
available for all the PSAPs. This includes the two location methods (112 Where Are U and
AML) newly developed in addition to the “official” method made available by the Interior
Ministry. The cost of the operation, partially funded by the HELP112 project, was less than
50,000.00 €, excluding the person cost devoted by AREU.EMMA CAD Evolution for AML
The purpose of this section is to build up a technical overview about the implementation of
the HELP112 project for the Milan pilot test.
The PSAP in Milan using EMMA CAD can receive and decode location information provided by
Google’s Android Emergency Location data using Http based web service.
In order to display the AML location information, the software component involved in the
integration are:


EMMA CAD  PSAP CAD for call taking and dispatch



EMMA GIS  GIS and map viewer integrated with the CAD and other applications



AML Web Service  Web Service invoked by Google to push AML data



LIS  Location Information Server that provide location information to CAD

The architecture of the solution is shown in the following picture.
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The project has been split in two different phases implementing two scenarios each one with
an increasing degree of integration among the systems involved.
In the following sections are explained the interactions between the actors involved in the
integration.

First Phase / Scenario – AML bench implementation using Google
Thunderbird

4.7

This phase was carried out at the development lab level and every test was a bench test not
using public connections (internet). The aim of this phase was to develop and tune the AML
Application Service and its interaction with a specific GUI.
In this phase / scenario the actors involved in the integration are:


Android smartphone with Thunderbird app



AML Web Service



AML Viewer

In this base use case the Android smartphone use an app provided by Google (Thunderbird)
to simulate the information exchange with the AML server. Phone call is not required to send
the data.
EMMA CAD is not involved in this preliminary integration test. An ad-hoc GUI emulate LIS
and CAD.
The process to get AML location information is the following:
1. Configure the Thunderbird app to send the AML data to a test AML Web Service
16/31
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2. Using Thunderbird app select a location for test proposes and push the “Run
Thunderbird” button

3. The app push the location and device information to the AML Web Service.
4. The AML Viewer periodically gets information from AML Web Service and display
the data as list of occurrences.
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5. In the upper section of the GUI the AML data are filterable by CLI and date.
Once an AML record is selected all the information provided from smartphone are
displayed in a grid.
6. By clicking the marker button the coordinates are sent to the GIS viewer that centre
the map display a circle based on latitude, longitude and accuracy of the location.

7. In order to better analyse datas and changes, location information are logged in files
and database tables.
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Second Phase / Scenario – AML native implementation and CAD
Integration

In this paragraph, we want to describe the whole process of emergency, from the citizen’s
call to the CAD software that receives location data provided by the AML service:
1. the citizen dialling 112 using his Android smartphone calls the PSAP in Milan. The
mobile phone is configured by Google for send AML location information to the AML
Web Service.
2. the call taker of the correct PSAP receives the emergency call and, through telephone
integration with the PBX (CTI), answers the call, starts the conversation and
automatically imports the CLI (MSISDN).
3. the CAD software automatically understand that the call comes from a mobile device
and interacts with the LIS Server requesting a location based AML service, in addition
to the classic location ALI claimed by the Ministry.
4. LIS Server can interact with the AML server that meanwhile has received the location
data from the mobile device according to the concerning protocol.
5. the CAD software can display the received data in the appropriate GUI form and
simultaneously also display them on GIS system. In addition, automatically and
through a reverse geocoding mechanism, the CAD tries to figure out the location (in
the future also the most likely address) from which the call was made.
The operator has thus quick feedback on the location of the caller and, interacting
with the same citizen by telephone interview, can obtain confirmation of the exact
position.
6. after the qualification phase of the emergency case and the selection of the
predisposed organizations for the specialized management, the collected location
data can be sent to the second level PSAP, included in the general contact report
data.
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7. all software described interactions and data exchanges are appropriately logged and
can be accessed later for special research or geospatial statistics based on all
managed locations.
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Test bed set-up in the PSAP

We provided the call taker station with an additional window to display the AML information
coming with the call. This window at the moment is to be used as a side application respect
to the Computer Aided Dispatching (CAD) user interface, but it will be integrated with the
CAD user interface in its next release. Hereafter an example of what is available to the call
taker at the moment.
The following two instances of the user’s interface show the standard screen of the CAD
application, and the result of the location service available through the Interior Ministry
managed service (CED Interforze).
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The second instance is a specific interface available as a separate application showing AML
provided position.

The two pictures are related to the same call, and is evident the difference in terms of
precision. Furthermore, the new interface displays all the information available by the AML
service. This is useful at the moment for development purposes, but will be reshaped in a
different format in the future.
For completeness, hereby also the result of the processing of all the location information in
graphical terms.

The following picture shows a red marker, pointing the actual caller’s position a green circle,
which is the AML result, and a blue circle which is the location result based on network
measurement.
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5 AML Improvements over Network Provided Location
The purpose of this activity is to test the Google implementation of AML on a number of
standard, shop-bought handsets, from a variety of locations, both outdoors and indoors. We
will compare the results from AML with the network-provided locations for the calls, looking
at the improved accuracy, precision and reliability of the AML solution.
The phones available for the test have been:
- Samsung S5 neo (2015)
- LG G3 s (2014)
which are mid-priced smartphones, usually available through common MNOs subscriptions in
Italy and also widely used by all levels of the Italian public administration.
These phones have been equipped with a SIM from a single MNO: TIM, one of the most
significant MNO in Italy. This can be seen as a limitation, because in this way we are testing
some specificity only on one network. An example of this situation is the availability of the
CLI inside the AML https message.

5.1

Normal Tests

Testing was carried out in November 2016, in various positions around Milano Metropolitan
area, including the very city, some neighbourhoods, small towns and villages.
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The results were classified by examining the locations returned by both the mobile networks
and the AML message sent by the phone (if there was one).
The tester assessed whether:
1. the mobile network location contained the actual location of the call or not,
2. the AML location circle contained the actual location,
3. the AML location was nearby the actual location (often the AML location has a radius
of less than 10 metres so in a case where the caller is outside the AML location circle
but still within 50 metres this still represents a sufficiently accurate location fix to find
the caller), and
4. the AML location is an improvement on the network-provided location.
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Id

User scenario description

SCEN_001

Rural countryside with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no WiFi available.

SCEN_005

Number of test
calls/Cases
when the
handset
provided
location
n.a

43/43

17/17

A location in the open countryside and inside a parked car far away from buildings or
constructions that could block GNSS.

Urban with GNSS/A-GNSS available but disrupted and WiFi available.
SCEN_004

1.5

An outside location out of town and over 3 meters away from buildings that could block
GNSS, but where WiFi signals are present. For example, in a village within WiFi range of
house with a WiFi router.

Rural car with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no WiFi available.
SCEN_003

25/05/2017

An outside location far away from buildings or constructions that could block GNSS.

Rural building with all location methods available.
SCEN_002

HELP112-D4.5-015

18/18

An outside location in a town or city street where WiFi signals are present and GNSS
signals are disrupted by buildings.

Motorway or Dual carriageway with GNSS/A-GNSS available but no WiFi
available.

32/32

While driving different sides of a carriageway where GNSS signals are available.

House location with all location methods available.
SCEN_006

A location inside a house that has WiFi and in a location that offers a partial satellite
coverage.

Office location with WiFi available but no GNSS available.
SCEN_007

93/93

A location inside an office, which itself is deep inside a building where GNSS signals
cannot reach, but WiFi is present.

Urban with mobile data disabled.
SCEN_008

73/73

n.a.

An outside location in a town or city street where the caller has deliberately disabled his
handset data connection.

Referring to the location accuracy, the location messages can be split into the following
categories:
-

Radius less than 20 meters – 129 of 276 messages (46.74%);

-

Radius less than 100 meters – 224 of 276 messages (81.16%);

-

Radius between 100 and 1000 meters – 20 of 276 messages (7.25%);

-

Radius larger than 1000 meters – 32 of 276 messages (11.59%).

Referring to the location determination method, the location messages can be split into the
following categories:
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-

“No location” – 5 of 276 (1.81%);

-

Wi-Fi – 109 of 276 (39.49%);

-

GNSS – 119 of 276 (43.12%);

-

Cell-ID – 43 of 276 (15.58%).

HELP112-D4.5-015
25/05/2017
1.5

The summary is as follows:

Test calls
Handsets
Calls resulting in AML Message
GNSS Result
Wi-Fi Result
Cell Result
“No Location” Message
Network Location Accurate (to extent it
contains caller location)
AML Location Exact
AML Location Good (within 50m)
AML Location better than network location
Average Network Location radius
Average AML Location radius (*)
Average AML arrival time (from call start)
Arrival of AML within 20s of call start

276
2
100%
43.12%
39.49%
15.58%
1.81%
74%
47%
56%
90%
560
26
15
seconds
71%

(*) Only when location determination method is GNSS or Wifi (cell is excluded)
5.2

Conclusions

The AML results are affected, in a negative way, by the integration of the results coming
from the network based measurements. We only used the GNSS and WIFI measurements.
By considering all the measurements (including AML Cell based measures), the average
radius is 236.67, compared to the average AML Location radius of 26 meters.
This will lead to some choices, to be done when actually implementing the AML service: the
relevant CAD system must be instructed to select between the set of different measures
incoming from a single emergency call. The experience done till now is that for a single call
we have more than one AML messages and usually only one contains data based on the
network measurement. The existence of multiple measurement for a single call is due to the
configuration of the AML software as requested to Google at the set-up of the mobile phones
used. This configuration implements the sending up to 4 measurement during the call.
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Observations from Data and AML vs App comparison

In Italy the AML technology is just experimental now: we are looking forward to improve
functionality and to find a correspondence with real life situations. We have to work out
more cases in the next months to be sure of what actually happens.
We also decided to install 112 Where Are U on some of the devices used to test the AML
function was enabled.
The app itself makes a standard 112 call and sends the position data. This means that when
the app is used, we have two transmissions of the location data: one made by the app and
the other made by the AML logic.
We know now that AML (first result transmitted) and Where Are U are reporting the same
result in terms of position if the positioning methods are available when used.
But they are some significant differences:







Where Are U positioning is working only if the “location function” (GNSS, WIFI) is
switched on by the phone, while AML is working also when none of these method are
on, because AML itself force the usage of them. Also if this seems to be not always
true (reported on late experiment by a single experimenter).
Where Are U sends a single position while AML, in the Italian configuration
performed by Google, sends 4 positions subsequently.
Where Are U allows to chose between a regular voice call or a voluntary silent call.
Where Are U allows to selects the kind of emergency service needed (police, fire
brigades, medical emergency)
Where Are U allows PSAP to receive more data from the caller, information collected
through the registration process of the app, and related to the kind of emergency,
achieved by the mentioned selection of the kind of emergency.
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6 Final Observations
In the end, we are aware that this is the first stage of the Italian experience with AML.
Summarizing our experience handling this project, we strongly believe in the automatic
delivery of user’s position during emergency calls. AML is a suitable technology towards such
result: our tests describe and demonstrate an affordable and trustworthy technology.
It is our intention to use the final Italian results also for a report to be used as a tool to
further discuss a possible wider implementation of AML using also SMS as a data carrier. We
strongly suggest the parallel use of both data SMS and https methods in order to send
caller’s location data to PSAP.
Discussing the introduction of AML technology in Italy, due to European and National rules
and to the little interest shown by Italian MNOs, we cannot foresee an implementation
schedule but we shall endorse it among the Italian National 112 Commission.
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8 Terminology
Name

Definition

AML

Advanced Mobile Location – A BT sourced method of sending location
data from smartphones to emergency call handlers.

AREU

Azienda Regionale Emergenza Urgenza – Regione Lombardia.
Regional Governmental Emergency Agency.

CAD

Computer Aided Dispatching. A system aimed to manage the PSAP
activity.

CLI

Caller Line Identification

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System – a method of determining precise
location by receiving broadcast radio signals from a number of
satellites orbiting the earth.

Wi-Fi

Wireless Fidelity – a method of connecting devices to the internet
using short-range radio signals. Observing which Wi-Fi access points
are within range can give a decent location using an online database
of access point positions.

SMS

Short Messaging Service – used by AML to send phones’ locations to
the PSAP. Chosen as the transport mechanism in the UK due to its
greater availability and reliability over internet protocols.

HTTPS

Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol – an internet protocol usually
used to transmit web pages, available as an alternative to SMS to
send location information in Google’s implementation of AML.

PSAP

Public Safety Answering Point – the organisation that receives and/or
handles an emergency call.

MNO

Mobile Network Operator.

MSISDN

Mobile Station International Subscriber Directory Number – full
telephone number for a mobile phone.
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